Abstract: In this paper we present a sliding mode based vehicle control strategy, which includes anti-lock braking and anti-spin acceleration. This strategy uses the slip velocity as controlled variable instead of wheel slip. The sliding mode control is integrated with an adaptation process for the unknown and varying adhesion coefcient of the tire/road interface. The proposed control method is veried through one-wheel simulation model with a "Magic formula" tire model. Simulations results show the effectiveness of this controller scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Vehicle traction control, which is composed of an antilock braking and an anti-spin acceleration, has been widely studied and many controllers are proposed in literature (Tan and Chin, 1991) (Unsal and Kachroo, 1999) (Canudas de Wit and Tsiotras, 1999) (Hedrick and Yip, 2000) (El Hadri et al., 2001) . The objective of this advanced vehicle traction control system is to obtain desired vehicle motion (of a single vehicle or a platoon of closely spaced vehicles), to maintain adequate vehicle stability and steerability.
Generally, the major difculty involved in the design of a vehicle control system is that the performance depends strongly on the knowledge of the tire/road characteristic. This characteristic depends on the wheel slip as well as road conditions. The wheel slip is dened as the difference between the vehicle speed and the wheel speed normalized by the vehicle speed for braking phase and the wheel speed for acceleration phase. This difference denes the so called slip velocity. For most of the traction control design the wheel slip is chosen as the controlled variable because of its direct inuence on the vehicle traction force. In the strategy of the control proposed here, we use the relationship between the wheel slip and the slip velocity and so, we choose the slip velocity as the controlled variable. The design of traction controller (anti-lock braking and anti-spin acceleration) is based on the assumption that vehicle and wheel speeds are available. The tire force can be described by Bakker-Pacejka's formula (Bakker et al., 1989) . However, the longitudinal adhesion (or friction) coefcient dened as the ratio between the longitudinal tire force and normal load, is not explicit in this formulation. We use then the so called similarity technique (Pacejka, 1989) (Pasterkamp and Pacejka, 1994) . This form allows the unknown friction coefcient adaptation. Du to the high nonlinearity of the vehicle traction system, with possible time-varying parameters and uncertainties, we choose the sliding mode approach to design a controller known for its advantages in this cases (Utkin, 1977) (Slotine et al., 1986) . and discussed in section IV and the application of this controller to the vehicle traction control is given in section V. Simulation results are given in section V. Conclusion and extension of this work are presented in section VI.
SYSTEM DYNAMICS
In this section, we describe the model for vehicle traction system. This model will then be used for system analysis and computer simulations. The model described in this study retains the main characteristics of the vehicle traction system. The application of Newton's law to wheel and vehicle dynamics gives the equations of motion. The input signal considered here is the torque applied to the wheel.
The dynamic equation for the angular motion of the wheel is :
where I is the moment of inertia of the wheel, f " is the viscous rotational friction and r is the effective radius of the wheel. The applied torque T comes from the difference between the shaft torque from engine and the brake torque. F is the tire tractive/braking force which result from the deformation of the tire at the tire/ground contact patch. F rr represents the rolling resistance.
The vehicle motion is governed by the following equation
where F air is the aerodynamic resistance and M # is the vehicle mass. The aerodynamic drag is proportional to square of vehicle velocity and is expressed as :
where c air represent the aerodynamic drag coefcient.
The rolling resistance is dened as
where F z is the normal force and $ is the rolling resistance coefcient witch is a nonlinear function of the vehicle velocity. It is usually written as function of the squared vehicle velocity :
where c 1 rr and c 2 rr are the rolling resistance parameters.
The tractive (braking) force, produced at the tire/road interface when a driving (braking) torque is applied to the pneumatic tire, oppose the direction of relative motion between the tire and road surface. The relative motion determines the tire slip properties. The longitudinal wheelslip is dened by the following kinematic relationship (Gim and Nikravesh, 1991) :
where # s " # # r!, represent the slip velocity in the contact patch.
Then by use of equation (1) and (2), the dynamic equation of slip velocity can be written as :
The longitudinal tire force is generally described as function of wheel slip s, adhesion coefcient ( and normal load F z . We can write :
To calculate tire force we use the Magic Formula tire model (Bakker et al., 1989) which is an empirically dened model, made to t measurements as well as possible. The model is described by :
where C, D, E, S h and S # are the tire coefcients adjusted to t the test data. (B " sti f f ness f actor, C " shape f actor, D " peak f actor, E " cur#ature f actor, S h " hori zontal shi f t, S # " #er tical shi f t). The coefcient B, C, D depend on the tire/road adhesion and normal load on the tire, and their product BC D represents the slip stiffness. Unfortunately, no explicit parameter of the friction coefcient is present in this formulation. We use then instead the similarity technique (Pacejka, 1989) (Pasterkamp and Pacejka, 1994) . This technique allows to simulate the effects of various friction values and, if desired, various normal loads. In this technique, the longitudinal tire force can be written as :
where ( and ( 0 are respectively the actual and the nominal value of the tire/road friction coefcient.
CONTROL FORMULATION
By controlling the wheel slip, we control the tractive force to obtain a desired relative motion of vehicle. Let s d be the desired wheel slip. Then by use the relationship (6), the desired slip velocity can be obtained by the following relationship as : 
We can see that for all # % & " 0 if e #s ' 0 when t ' ( then e s ' 0 when t ' (* This justify the choice of the variable to be controlled.
The wheel slip error dynamic equation is given by:
Braking phase
In this case # % " # and the equation (13) can be rewritten as:
By use of (3), (4) and (10), we obtain:
The applied torque can be decomposed as:
where T b is the braking torque activated by driver's system and u b is the control input.
Finally, we can write ! e # s as :
with
and , ( " ( represents the unknown parameter.
Acceleration phase
In acceleration phase (13) can be written with # % " r! as :
Similarly, by use of the equation (10), (4) and (3) as previously, we obtain:
In acceleration phase we consider that the traction torque T is the desired torque applied to the wheel to achieve the control. We note then:
Thus the dynamic equation of the slip velocity can be written as :
ADAPTIVE SLIDING MODE CONTROL
Let us consider the following system:
where + et )%t' x' y& are analytical functions and b ) R. , is the unknown parameter. y represent the measurements.
Consider the following assumptions :
-The nonlinear function + is not well known but estimated as * + and the extent of the imprecision on + is upper bounded by a known positive function -such as (Slotine and Li, 1991) . The bounds can be written in the form / For system (18), the sliding mode controller can be designed as :
Choosing as Lyapunov function candidate :
with -, " , # * ,, we have then:
By choosing the adaptive law as :
Then ! V can be made negative denite if we choose the gain K as :
5. APPLICATION TO THE VEHICLE TRACTION CONTROL
Acceleration case
In acceleration case, the dynamic error (17) can be rewritten in the form given by (18) with:
The uncertainty in the function + is due to the following set of parameters p " .r' c 1 rr ' c 2 rr ' c air /* Then the estimation of the nonlinear function + is given by:
we can write estimation error -+ " + # * + as:
withr " r # * r, -c air " c air # * c air and -$ " $ # * $ Then the error estimation (22) can be bounded as:
Similarly, the function ) is estimated as:
The extent of the imprecision on ) is given by:
This error can be bounded as:
Finally, to control the wheel slip in acceleration phase we use the control law given in (19) with the sliding gain K chosen as in (20) where 
